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Chaper I

GENERAL BUSINESS TERMS

1.1 General terms

Business terms and Tariff rates represent a general  offer for conclusion of a Contract on carrying
out of an activity. The work order submitted by the service orderer represents the realization of this
general offer.

1. All port users (forwarding agents, agents…) are bound to comply with General business Terms.

2. No activity can be carried out within the port area by any entity without previous consent of the
authorized port bodies.

3. Computation and collection of  services is  done by the Port  in  accordance with the Tariff  of  port
services and port dues in the international trade unless otherwise agreed.

4. For the purpose of adequate work planning, port users are under obligation to submit to the Port
(10 days prior to planned period of initiating a concrete business activity) a notice with specified
key elements referring to the subject service (type of service, framework period and dynamics of
cargo delivery, type of cargo, storing requirements...).

1.2 Contracting

5. Tariff of port services and port dues in the international trade represents a general offer for
provision of port services. All deviations from the rates defined in the Tariff must be separately
defined in a Contract or in the accepted Offer, which are concluded in this case with port users.

1.3 Receipt, contents and form of work order

6. Requests for port service provision are received by the Port by means of written work order.
Work order is submitted to the Port handling services department on the form prescribed and in
specified number of copies. Port users are not allowed to print and copy the forms for work order.
Non-compliance results in criminal accountability of the offender.

7.  Port user is responsible for the accuracy of data contained in work order. If Port suffers any
damage due to inaccurate data in work order, the orderer is bound to compensate the damage.

8.  The work order must contain all necessary data (defined in the form).

9.  Along with the work order, it is necessary to submit to the Port the following documents: copy of
charter party (C/P or the extract from C/P), cargo manifest, (storage) hatch list, delivery order
(freight release), cargo plan, cargo lashing plan.
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10. The work order may be general (for complete cargo) and partial (for a part of the cargo). Work
order is submitted at the latest with daily order for carrying out activities.

11. The work order is considered as received when certified by the authorized port worker.

12. Acceptance of the work order does not bind the Port in reference to time when a concrete service
shall be rendered. Time of services rendering is defined in the process of operational planning (within
which daily operational plan is defined).

13. Prior  to  the  planned  arrival  of  the  ship,  the  service  user  is  obliged  to  request  confirmation  of
acceptance with the announced quantities on the expected date.

The service user is obliged to announce to the port the arrival of the ship within 7 days, i.e. 48h and to
deliver a notice of readiness 24h before the ship arrival ship. Otherwise, the Port does not guarantee a
berth to the ship upon arrival.

14. Proposal of daily operational plan is formed on the basis of orders for carrying out of work orders
(within which, a link to an adequate work order must be established), taking into consideration
prescribed technologies of work and available port resources (labour, equipment, storage area...), as
well as adequate managing criteria (priority of an activity in reference to costs...).

15. In reference to forming a daily operational plan, the Port takes into consideration orders for
carrying out of work orders received on that day until 9,30h. In case the Port has available free
capacities, it can accept orders for carrying out of work orders received after 9,30h.

16. Proposal of a daily operational plan is agreed upon with the port users by means of daily external
co-ordination.

17. External co-ordination may be held depending on the need on working days at place and time
determined by the Port. On this occasion, work plan for II and III shift of that day and I shift of
the following day is agreed upon. For activities to be carried out on Saturdays in II and III shift,
on Sundays and Mondays in I shift, co-ordination is held on Saturdays, and for activities to be
carried out on holidays and in I shift of the first workday following the holiday,  co-ordination is
held on the workday preceding holiday.

18. In exceptional cases (if the Port has available free capacities...), work order may also be accepted
during external co-ordination and is valid as if it were submitted in due time.

19. After the external co-ordination, final version of a daily operational plan is formed and it contains
all-important elements for carrying out of a specific service (location of work, subject of work,
identification of work order on the basis of which the activity is carried out, type of handling activity,
engaged resources).

1.4 Working hours

20. Regular working hours (Monday – Friday and Saturday I shift) in the Port:
- I shift: 07.00 – 14.00h
- II shift: 14.00 – 21.00 h

Saturdays II shift, Sundays and holidays, as well as night work (21.00 – 07.00 h of the following day),
are not considered workdays.
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21. Regular working hours for rendering tugging, pilotage, mooring and unmooring, supplying ships
with water are from Monday to Friday from 07.00 to 21.00 h and on Saturdays from 07.00 to 14.00h,
and for divers it is from Monday to Friday from 08.00 to 14.00 h.

22. Any work carried out outside regular working hours is considered overtime work.

23. Tariff  rates  referring to port services  rendered in overtime work are increased as per provisions
in tables 11.1 and 11.2.

24. Port may, if operational – technical needs require it, work outside regular working hours and
independently of the port user’s request. In this case, work carried out for the port user is considered
as carried out within working hours.

1.5 Acceptance, delivery and takeover of the cargo

25. At handling ship consignments, delivery and acceptance of the cargo by the Port is carried out
exclusively under ship’s tackle. Takeover is done in the presence of ship’s representative and port
representative – tallyman. Quantities of cargo determined during takeover are recorded in tally lists (a
special port’s form), signed by the above-mentioned persons. Such certified data are binding both for
the person delivering the cargo and for the consignee. When handling of cargo is done on the relation
land transportation vehicles – closed port storage (and vice versa), acceptance and delivery is done at
the door of storage, and in case of handling activities land transportation vehicles – open port storage,
acceptance and delivery of cargo is done at the boundary of open storage Quantities of cargo are
recorded at delivery and acceptance in tally lists which are certified by authorised representatives of
cargo owner and port representatives. It is considered that the cargo has left the boundary of open
storage when loaded into the vehicle on the territory of the open storage area. The moment of
takeover of cargo represents the moment when the authorised representative of the Port by his
signature has certified the acceptance, i.e. delivery of the cargo to the port user. Port accepts the cargo
as per declared quantity, unless otherwise agreed. Port bears no responsibility nor accepts any claims
for any defects – damages that occur to cargo prior to unloading thereof from the ship or land vehicles
i.e. after loading cargo onto ship or land vehicle. Defects –damages to the cargo must be recorded in
written form immediately during takeover. Port bears responsibility only for those damages caused,
during handling activities, by its labour or its equipment.

26. In case markings of cargo enabling its identification (quantity, type...) become illegible during sea
or land transport, port user is bound to give relevant information on declaration within the period of
48 hours at his cost and risk. If there is any doubt concerning the declared type of cargo or cargo
weight, Port may check the accuracy of submitted data by means of a commission. If it ascertains that
the declared weight and contents are wrongly stated, the liability is at the user’s account.

27. Packing of cargo submitted to the Port must be adequate in order to secure protection of its quality
and quantity. Badly or insufficiently packed cargo may be accepted only with previously submitted
written statement of the port user with which any liability of the Port for possible damages is
eliminated.

28. In case inadequate packing of cargo is determined only after its takeover by the Port, it is
necessary to record it under the Minutes. Any damages to inadequately packed cargo will be
considered as a consequence of this inadequate packing.

29. In special cases, when this is in interest of maintaining quality and quantity of packed cargo, Port
is authorised to carry out any necessary repairs on the cargo packing without prior approval of the port
user. Costs incurred for this activity are at the user’s account.
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30. Handling of live beasts or dangerous animals is carried out by the Port only if they are properly
safeguarded so that any danger is excluded under normal conditions.

31. Remarks on cargo state in reference to quality and quantity or its packing are given by the Port
under the minutes or by written remark on documents the Port submits or receives. The minutes or
remarks are signed by port representatives and port user.

32. If during unloading/loading of a ship arises a doubt concerning the damage to the cargo, it is
necessary to inform immediately the port user to that effect and possibly suspend further
unloading/loading pending subsequent user’s instructions. If the port user is unknown, Port may,
subject to its technical possibilities, but at ship’s risk, unload cargo and take it over with the remark
on state of the cargo.

33. If the cargo received by the Port shows signs of changes that could result in negative changes of
its properties, Port must inform immediately the port user about this, and in urgent cases take
corresponding measures to prevent negative changes of cargo. Costs incurred are at user’s account.

34. If specialized labour or equipment not owned by the Port is necessary to prevent negative changes
of cargo or its return to the original state, Port may allow users to carry out the works by themselves.

35. The following cargoes are received by the Port only under a separate written agreement:
a) easily inflammable,
b) explosives,
c) valuable cargoes: works of art, money, securities, as well as other valuable materials,
d) very fragile cargoes, as well as perishable cargoes.

1.6 Loss in weight and spillage of cargoes

36. When storing of general cargoes, Port is responsible for units of these cargoes (piece, bundle,
pallet...). Port is responsible exclusively for the number of received units of cargo. During handling of
bulk cargoes, due to climatic, technical – technological and other conditions, Port has right to
calculate spillage and loss in weight on the quantity of cargo being handled as follows:

a. for iron ore: up to 0,5%
b. for ore concentrates: up to 1%
c. for bauxite and other types of ore and minerals: up to 1%
d. for scrap iron and crude iron: up to 1%
e. for coal, petrol coke and coke: up to 1%
f. for grain, through silo equipment and during direct handling activity: up to 0,5%.

1.7 Handling of ships

37. Permit for mooring of ships is issued by the competent maritime authority, whereas place of
mooring is determined by the Port on the basis of type of handling activity.

38. Port labour, engaged in ships handling activities, works exclusively as per work orders and
instructions of the authorised port workers – work organizers on ship. Ship equipment operators are
provided by the Port unless otherwise determined by a Contract.

39. The authorised port representatives have the right to request, prior to beginning of work with
ship’s equipment, proofs of its working condition and/or inspect its performing capacity. In case the
ship does not have adequate documents or in case the inspection shows defects on the equipment (or
defects are shown after beginning of cargo handling), the Port has right to reject the use of the same.
Possible disputes, in reference to evaluation of condition of ship’s equipment, are solved by
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arbitration by a neutral commission. In these cases, engaging of port equipment is done only on the
basis of port user’s work order.

40. In case of badly stowed cargo in the ship (during unloading), Port may appoint the commission
consisting of a port representative and a ship representative or engage arbitration expert to ascertain
the actual state of facts then and there. If it is ascertained that the cargo is badly stowed in the ship,
Port bears no liability for extraordinary costs, demurrage and possible damages to cargo.

41. Ship is liable for any damages caused by ship to facilities of port infrastructure or port means of
technical equipment.

1.8 Port Liability

42. Port is liable for the work of its workers as well as for the functioning of its technical equipment.
Therefore, it is responsible to the port users, i.e. their representatives for any faults made.

43. Port is not liable for damages during handling of cargo if they occurred without the fault of
engaged workers and port equipment.

44. Port liability is also excluded in the following cases:

a) Failure in work caused by factors independent of port business system:
- natural disasters (earthquake, high or low temperature, flood, strong wind…),
- shortage of power supply due to damages occurred on the network outside the Port,
- particular orders by state bodies...

b) Failure in work due to accidents (more serious injuries of workers...),
c) Failure in work due to customs, sanitary, veterinary, phytopathological and other
inspections,
d) Non fulfilment of obligations by port users resulting in:

- delays, shortage or defect of cargo,
- inability of the Port to accept adequately the cargo (caused by incomplete or unclear
markings on the cargo...)

e) Failure in work due to inherent features of the cargo,
f) Damages occurred due to fire or use of fire extinguishing equipment,
g) In all other events Port cannot influence under normal circumstances.

45. In accordance with its abilities, Port is under obligation to take necessary measures to prevent or
lessen negative changes in reference to quality and quantity of cargo.

1.9 Customs and other formalities

46. Port users are bound to fulfil customs, sanity, veterinary, phytopathological and other formalities.
Port is not responsible for their unfulfilling in due time.

1.10 Claims/Complaints

47. Claims addressed to the Port must be explained. Also, it is necessary to list in the claim all basic
data from the work order according to which contested service was rendered.

48. At Port’s request, port users must submit evidence for the liability of the Port for shortage,
damages or any other negative changes on cargo.
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49. Claims for damage compensation are taken into consideration by the Port only if accompanied by
a corresponding claim for damages of the port user. In case of theft, damages or loss of cargo
occurred after the cargo acceptance by the Port, the Port shall make the compensation up to the value
of cargo given in the work order or storing statement, and at most in the amount of CIF Bar for
imported goods and FOB Bar for exported goods. Port makes compensation only for actual damage to
the goods.

50. For exported, imported and transit goods, claims must be submitted within 30 days at the latest
from the day of dispatching goods from port area. After the expiration of this period, claims shall not
be taken into consideration.

51. Port is bound to give an answer to a claim to a port user within the period of 5 days.

1.11 Right to lien, retention and sale

52. Port has the legal right to lien and retention of cargo it received, in case the port user, within the
determined period and after the written warning, fails to pay for port services. Port may sell this cargo
at the public auction in order to compensate its adequate costs. In case Port cannot reimburse its costs
by means of public sale, it may initiate court proceedings for the remaining due amount.

53. In case of easily perishable cargoes that cannot wait for public sale, sale is carried out in
compliance with a shortened procedure. The same applies for cargoes in the Port the owner of which
cannot be identified in spite of public notice.

1.12 Storage period

54. Storage period of cargo accepted by the Port is 6 months, including the day of putting into storage.
This period may be extended under a new work order, with the consent of the Port, but not longer than
12 months. Storage period of cargo, the owner of which is not known, is 3 months, after which Port
may freely dispose of.

1.13 Collection of payments for works and services

55. Port users are liable to pay invoiced amounts to the Port within the period of 15 days from the day
of the invoice submitting. In case of not paying in due time, Port charges legal default interest by
applying conformity method.

1.14 Ban of smoking and fire handling

56. Smoking and handling of open flame (lighted matches, cigarette lighter, etc) are forbidden in all
closed and open areas where a warning board is set to that effect.

1.15 Other provisions

57. Shifting of goods from one storage to another may be carried out at the user’s request if there is
available storage area and nature of goods requires it.

58. If the shifting from one storage to another is carried out for the purpose of protection of goods
against harm, incurred costs of cargo shifting is at port user’s account.
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59. Cargo may also be shifted from one storage to another due to port’s need. Port shall inform in due
time cargo owner about this, and incurred costs of cargo shifting are in this case at the port’s account.

60. Covering and special cargo protection is carried out at port user’s request. In case there is no port
user’s request but cargo in storage is in danger, Port may carry out covering of cargo without port
user’s request. Work is carried out at port user’s account.

61. During storage of cargo, port users may transfer right of disposal. Port must be informed about the
transfer of right of disposal by a separate work order. Work order must contain the statement of the
entity to which right is transferred about taking over past and future costs in respect to the Port.
62. Port delivers cargo according to the markings, numbers, work orders and other characteristics only
if port user asks for it by means of the work order.

63. In case of unloading and storing of mixed cargo that is subject to sorting, sorting charges are at the
expense of the party that ordered unloading and storing of such cargo. At sorting cargo without
markings or with insufficiently visible markings, Port is not liable for identity of the cargo.

64. When accepting cargoes, Port has the right to check data on quantity applying the so-called trial
weighing. If actual weight does not correspond to port user’s work order, the port user covers
weighing costs.

65. For each official weighing and counting of cargo, Port issues, at the port user’s request, a separate
document “weighing statement”. This document is signed by the port user and the authorised port
worker.

66. Port may include into weighing statement its remarks in reference to cargo. The weighing
statement may be issued in the form of a letter.

67. Authentic interpretation of Tariff of port services and port dues in the international trade is given
by the Commercial Department of the Port.

1.16 Final provisions

68. General business provisions shall be applicable to all business relations between the port users and
PORT OF BAR HOLDING CO – BAR.
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Chapter II

GENERAL TARIFF PROVISIONS

1. Services rendered to the port users are computed according to the Tariff of port services and port
dues in the international trade. Terms and prices contained in this Tariff are subject to changes and
amendments in the course of the year. Port users are informed about all changes within the period of
30 days before the application thereof.

2. The rates of this Tariff are expressed in Euros. Charges are not computed by rounding off to a full
ton of cargo quantity according to the principle of indivisible ton, but are computed as per actual
cargo quantity.

3. If overtime work is requested for loading/unloading of ships sailing under LINER TERMS and FIO
terms, then port users are charged for overtime work.

4. Waiting of labour for the beginning of work with a ship, not caused by the Port, is not charged if
less than an hour. After that time, waiting of labour is charged (taking into account the previous hour
of waiting) under the terms of table 8.4 «Waiting of labour». The same shall apply for technical
equipment, in which case table 8.3 «Hire of technical equipment» is applied.

5. Cancelling of work ordered for Sunday or national holiday is possible under condition that port user
cancelled such work during a previous workday until 12 h. If cancelling of work was not done in
determined period, port user shall cover the expenses of waiting of labour for the entire shift.

6. Cancelling of work for semishift has to be done until 18h at the latest on the previous day for the
fist shift of the following day, and for the second shift until 12h of the same day at the latest.
Cancelling the entire shift is not possible. It is not possible to cancel the work on the day of service
rendering.

7. Tallying of cargo in direct handling activity is done by the consignee/shipper. Port may give its
own tallymen for tallying the cargo in direct handling activity with the compensation defined in table
8.2 «Hire of labour ». In principle, sorting of cargo is not carried out during loading/unloading. If it is
exceptionally carried out, it will be charged as per separate agreement. This also applies for marking,
weighing, etc. If sorting, marking, weighing etc are carried out during loading, i.e. unloading, time
used for carrying out these activities does not count in the laydays of a ship.

8. Handling of dangerous cargo is done on the basis of contract signed between port user and the Port.
Dangerous cargoes in the sense of the General tariff provisions are as follows: radioactive, explosive,
easily inflammable and harmful to health. Port may carry out handling activities with easily
inflammable cargoes without a separate agreement if port user has previously obtained permit for
handling this cargo through the Port.

9. In case of computation of more than one increase of tariff rates, the sequence of their computation
is as follows:
- harmfulness for health,
- on such increased rate obtained from including harmful effects, rate for difficult work is added,
- to such previously obtained rate, increase for overtime work is added,
- to such previously obtained rate, other possible increases are added, if any.
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10. At the request of the Port, the ship is always under obligation to put at disposal its equipment. In
case of any deficiencies or defects, Port shall, at the request of port user, provide for work its own
equipment and charge the service as per table 8.3 «Hire of technical equipment ».

11. Preparation of ship’s equipment is done by the ship (lifting, lowering...). Operators for ship’s
equipment are provided by the Port.

12. For direct handling activity from one ship to another ship, the full tariff rates ship’s hold – ship’s
tackle and ship’s tackle – ship’s hold are charged.

13. For indirect handling activity from one ship to another ship by means of land vehicles (storing
excluded), handling activity from ship’s tackle of one ship to another ship’s tackle is charged
according to tariff  rates:  ship’s  hold – ship’s  tackle,  ship’s  tackle – truck,  truck – ship’s  tackle and
ship’s tackle – ship’s hold. Land transportation is charged separately.

14. Work on relation truck – truck is charged as for relation storage – truck or truck – storage.

15. Work on relation storage – storage is charged as for relation storage – truck and truck - storage.

16. Port user is bound to define with the Port the maximum number of vehicles that may be
accommodated in scope of one delivery. Port user is also bound to secure setting of railcars on
operational railway as per daily operational plan of the Port. Port is not bound to carry out activities
on railcars if they are not set as per daily operational plan or are set without prior consent of the
authorised port workers. In that respect, the Port is not liable for damages that could occur.
Inadequately set railcars can be moved by the port workers to an adequate position, charging the port
user with the effective costs of shifting.

17. If in Tariff, rate for handling activity ship’s hold – ship’s tackle – truck or vice versa is given as
one amount, then division of such rate at LINER TERMS of sea transport is done as follows:
- 65% of tariff rate is at ship owner’s expense,
- 35% of tariff rate is at shipper’s/consignee’s expense.

18. In case of loading or unloading of cargo into/from transportation means which are not set at the
place of work as determined by operational plan of the Port, transport of cargo within port area is
charged.

19.In case of damage to the ship, truck or railcar during cargo handling activities, injured party is
bound to:
a) Compile minutes on damage occurred including description of damage, evaluation of the damage
as  well  as  its  causes.  It  is  obligatory  to  compile  the  minutes  in  the  presence  of  port  representatives
before the end of work shift during which the damage occurred at the latest.
b) After the investigation carried out, and if it is mutually agreed that the damage was caused due to
port’s fault, the Port shall carry out the repairs or give its written consent for the amount of
compensation which shall be expressed in domestic or foreign currency (in case of foreign
transportation means).
c) In case of disagreement in reference to description, value or cause of the damage, a neutral expert
commission shall be appointed to establish state of facts. Work stoppage and costs of engaging
arbitrary commission shall be at the expense of the party that refused to recognize state of facts. All
damages to ships, trucks or railcars shall be taken into consideration by the Port only when the above
– mentioned conditions are fulfilled.

20. In case of damages to the cargo during handling activities, the procedure is as follows: Port shall
compile minutes on the spot on cargo damages and submit it to the cargo owner or its representative
for countersigning. In case of disagreement between Port and cargo owner, work is stopped in order to
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form neutral commission that should establish the state of facts, and costs of work stoppage are at the
expense of the party found guilty by the neutral commission. In case the amount of damage cannot be
determined on the spot, Port shall determine time and place of commission control of damaged cargo
and shall inform the cargo owner about that. Damaged cargo shall be considered a new lot and for all
further handling activities, cargo owner is bound to submit to the Port a separate work order.

21. Infected goods may be stored in port storages only with specific approval of the Port. Port user is
bound to declare type and level of infection of goods, i.e. to warn the Port of possible danger of
infecting other goods and necessity to store the goods separately. Costs of disinfection of goods, its
storing, engaging equipment for its handling as well as costs of incomplete usage of storage area is
covered by the port user storing infected goods. If the user fails to inform the Port in due time about
goods being infected, then that port user shall cover all other expenses and damages that could be
caused by such user’s failure (infection and disinfection of other goods, shifting of infected goods and
goods being in danger of infection, storage charge “empty for full” for unused storage area etc.).

22. In case of shifting of ship from one berth to another, costs of one shifting are at ship’s expense.
Each following shifting is at the expense of orderer, except in cases when Port carries out the shifting
for its own purposes. If ship is unloading/loading more types of cargo (bulk, general...), port user is
bound to give work order for shifting of ship to an adequate berth, with the compensation of costs of
shifting of ship.

23. Port is not liable for exceeding the time limit of unloading or loading as per C/P, if there is no
agreement between the Port and port user defining handling rates. Ship’s demurrage is paid by the
Port to the port user with whom it has a contract signed in the amount determined in C/P. In case Port
does not have an agreed amount of daily demurrage with the port user, or the port user does not
submit C/P 24 hours prior to ship’s arrival, the amount of daily demurrage is calculated 0,28 Euro per
1 GRT of a ship. Realized dispatch is ½ of demurrage determined above.

24. In case of direct handling activity where cargo is inadequately stowed, if there is need to sort
cargo as per bills of lading or markings or when placing or replacing railcars and other transportation
means is not carried out in time, the Port is not liable for not fulfilling unloading/loading rate.

25. The packages  must have visible marks in reference to mode of placing at loading. i.e. unloading
(arrow, glass, etc), and package exceeding 1000 kg have to have also mark of weight. Otherwise, Port
shall bear no responsibility for possible damages that could be caused due to that fact.

26. Port charges for its services directly the port user with whom it signed a contract or its
representative who submitted a work order.

27. If port users request on their work orders for the service to be rendered at the expense of another
party, then the respective work orders must have signature and stamp of such other parties as a sign of
their agreement. If such a procedure has not been fulfilled, port invoices the service to the port user
who issued the work order.

28. Port user is bound to check, within the period of five days, the accuracy of submitted invoice and
inform the Port, in written form, about any mistakes in the invoice. Port is bound to consider the claim
and submit to the port user an answer in written form within the period of 5 days. In case port user
complains to a part of amount in the invoice, he is bound to pay to the Port undisputable part of
invoice, whereas the subject of written claim is only a disputed part of the amount.

29. General tariff provisions are integral part of the Tariff and are applicable to the entire Tariff,
unless otherwise determined by notes along with individual tables.

30. Changes and amendments of the Tariff are done in the same way and with the same procedure as
when it has been passed.
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31. This Tariff has been adopted by the Board of directors of the Port of Bar Holding Co. at the
meeting held on 11.07.2019.

32. On day when the present Tariff comes into force, all previously adopted Tariffs cease to be
applied.

33. This Tariff goes into effect and is applied from the eighth day of its announcement on information
boards of the Company and on the website of the Port of Bar Holding Co.
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Chapter III

GENERAL CARGO HANDLING

Table 3.1 Bale, bag, package, palletised cargo, sling, jumbo bags

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Euro/t)

ship-railcar/truck
railcar/truck-ship

ship-storage
storage-ship

storage -railcar/truck
railcar/truck- storage

BALE

caoutchouc, paper, cellulose t 11,50 12,00 3,80

tobacco, yarn, wool, cotton
t 14,00 15,00 3,80

medicinal herbs

BAG

flour, rice, sugar t 10,30 10,50 3,80

potato, salt t 9,60 10,80 3,00

cement, lime t 9,60 10,80 3,00

coffee, cocoa t 11,50 12,50 4,50

fertilizer, polyethylene t 10,00 10,50 3,80

fish flour 11,00 12,00 4,50

PACKAGE

frozen fish

t 15,00 16,00 -frozen meat

frozen fruit and vegetables

oranges, lemons, bananas,
vegetables t 13,00 14,00 6,00

edible oil, mineral water t 10,20 11,50 3,80

cigarettes box 0,90 1,00 0,50

PALLETISED
CARGO,

SLING AND
JUMBO BAGS

fish flour t 8,50 9,00 3,60

flour, rice, sugar t 7,80 8,00 3,20

potato, salt t 6,00 6,00 2,50

coffee, cocoa
t 9,50 10,50 3,60

medicinal herbs

frozen fish, meat, fruit,
vegetables t 10,50 11,50 -

oranges, lemons, bananas,
vegetables t 9,00 10,00 4,50

edible oil, mineral water t 9,75 9,60 3,20

bricks, tiles t 8,50 9,00 3,20

ceramics t 8,50 9,00 3,20

caoutchouc t 8,50 9,00 3,20

fertilizer, polyethylene,
concentrates t 8,50 9,00 3,20

cement,lime and alumina t 5,00 4,90 1,60

pellet, grit t 6.50 7,00 3,00
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    Table 3.2 Case, barrel, roll

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (eur/t)

ship-railcar/truck
railcar/truck-ship

ship-storage
storage-ship

storage -railcar/truck
railcar/truck- storage

CASE
equipment, spare parts

t 11,00 12,00 3,60
nuts, nails, bolts

BARREL

xanthate t 9,80 10,10 3,60

liquid fuels
t 10,00 10,50 3,60

various oils

bitumen, resin t 11,00 11,35 3,85

ROLL
copper and aluminium wire

t 7,70 8,00 3,60
steel reinforcement

COIL cables t 9,80 10,50 3,60

    Table 3.N1 Notes in reference to tables 3.1 and 3.2
No. Note

1. If volume exceeds 10 m3 per ton, then the corresponding tariff rates of this table shall be applied, under provision 3 m3
of voluminous cargo shall be considered as one tariff ton.

2. In reference to handling activities of frozen goods (fish, meat, fruit, vegetables), storage means cold storage plant.

Table 3.3 Bundles, coils

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Eur/t)
ship-railcar/truck
railcar/truck-ship

ship-storage
storage-ship

storage -railcar/truck
railcar/truck- storage

BUNDLES

tubes, sectional iron,rails sheets,
ingots, non-ferrous metal, rods,
various metal ware

t 8,50 9,00 3,60

sheets t 6,00 6,50 4,00
PACKAGES sheets t 6,00 6,50 4,00

COILS
coils up to 10.000kg t 6,00 6,50 3,00

coils from 10.000kg to 40.000kg t 5,00 5,50 2,50
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Table 3.4 Single unpacked piecemeal cargoes

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Eur/t)

ship-railcar/truck

railcar/truck-ship
ship-storage

storage-ship

storage -railcar/truck

railcar/truck- storage

SINGLE
UNPACKED
PIECEMEAL

CARGOES

outer tire for vehicle t 14,00 15,00 4,65

marble blocks up to 40.000kg
t 5,5 6,60 3,60

stone blocks up to 40.000kg

axles, machines, machine parts t 14,00 16,00 6,00

vehicles and boats up to
10.000kg per piece piece 75,00 85,00 40,00

vehicles and boats above
10.000 kg per piece

piece 250,00 320,00 160,00

cases and ingots up to 10.000
kg per piece t 18,00 20,00 10,00

cases and ingots from 10.001
to 40.000 kg per piece t 24,00 26,00 13,00

t- ingots t 8,50 9,00 3,60

    Table 3.N2 Notes in reference to tables 3.3 and 3.4
No. Note

1. Use of port cranes is not included in the price of handling of cargo from 1t to 3t; the same is charged on the basis of table
8.3 “Hire of port equipment”

2. Use of port equipment, capacity from 3t to 40 t, is included in handling rates.

3. Rates in previous tables do not include lashing and unlashing of cargo on ship or land vehicle; this is charged separately.

4. Lashing material is provided by port user, unless otherwise defined in the Contract.

5.

Port user is bound to submit to the Port adequate instructions in reference to mode of handling of heavy cargo in their
vertical transport. In case port user does not fulfil this obligation, the Port is not liable for possible damages resulting
from the handling activity.

6. Vehicle in this table means all non-packed road vehicles with rubber tyres.

7. Handling of boats exceeding 500 kg per piece is charged as per separate agreement.

8. Handling of cargo exceeding 40 t is carried out on the basis of separate agreement with port user.

9.
If port user rents equipment outside the Port for handling packages exceeding 40 tons, handling is charged as in case of
all other heavy packages from 10001 to 40000 kg.

10.
For handling of packages exceeding 3000 kg which are not adequate for maritime transport, relevant tables are not
applied but a separate contract is made.
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    Table 3.5 Timber and wooden products

Cargo form Cargo Unit
Price per handling activity (Eur/t)

ship-railcar/truck
railcar/truck-ship

ship-storage
storage-ship

storage -railcar/truck
railcar/truck- storage

TIMBER AND
WOODEN

PRODUCTS

soft sawn timber m3 6,70 6,50 3,00

hard sawn timber m3 6,50 6,30 4,00

sleepers and poles
unimpregnated

t 7,00 8,00 4,00

sleepers and poles impregnated t 10,00 8,30 4,35

firewood t 7,20 5,85 3,15

hardboard, parquet t 9,00 9,60 4,00

chipboard, veneer

logs 15,75 14,70 3,65

    Table 3.N3 Notes in reference to table 3.5
No. Note

1.

Rates ship- storage -truck/railcar or vice versa cover the following activities:
- acceptance of railcars from railways company,
- unloading of cargo,
- storing of cargo and its constant surveillance,
- unstacking and unroofing of stacks for dispatching,
- loading of cargo onto truck,
- transport of cargo,
- loading of cargo onto ship.

2.
All operations and waiting occurring after delivery of cargo (such as work in narrow spaces of a ship, waiting due to
rain...) are not covered by the basic tariff rates but payable separately.

3. Port does not effect insurance for the cargo in storage.

4.
Phytopathological inspection of goods must be carried out prior to loading/unloading; otherwise, the lost time shall be
charged as per table 8.4"waiting of labour ", and all consequences shall be at the account of the party who should have
provided for inspection of goods.

   Table 3.6 Containers

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Eur/t)

ship-terminal

             terminal- ship

              terminal-railcar/truck

railcar/truck -terminal

CONTAINER

full 20ft and 40 ft container 75,00
35,00

empty 20 ft and 40 ft container 60,00

frigo cont.20 ft and 40 ft full container 80,00
35,00frigo cont.20 ft and 40 ft

empty
container 70,00

    Table 3.N4 Notes in reference to table 3.6
No. Note

1. Tariff rates indicated in these tables are applied regardless of the type of cargo contained in the container, unless in case
of dangerous cargoes (in this case adequate, specific conditions defined in table 11.1 are applied).

2. Materials for fastening of cargo are provided by port user.

3. For calculation of handling charges of 10 feet containers, the rates stipulated for 20 feet container are applied, whereas
for 35 feet containers, rates stipulated for 40 feet containers are applied.

4. Electric power consumption for frigo containers is charged 16,00 Euro per container per day.
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   Table 3.7 Containers –stuffing and unstuffing

Cargo form Cargo Unit
Price per handling activity (Eur/t)

truck-container
container - truck

storage- container
container -storage container - container

NON-PALLETISED
CARGO

cargoes from tables
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 t 9,50 11,50 15,00

PALLETISED
CARGO cargoes in table 3.1 t 9,50 10,50 15,00

CIGARETTES AND
ALCOHOLIC

DRINKS

cigarettes box 0,80 1,00 1,10

alcoholic drinks t 9,50 11,50 9,50

VEHICLES WITH
THEIR OWN

MOTIVE POWER

vehicles with
their own
motive power

piece 19,00 19,00 22,50

BULK CARGOS
concentrates t - 4,60 -

   Table 3.8 Containers- stuffing and unstuffing – frozen cargo (meat, fish and fruit)

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Eur/t)

frigo truck- container

container-frigo truck

cold srtorage plant -
container

container-cold storage
plant

cold storage plant-

frigo truck

NON-PALLETISED
CARGO meat, fish and fruit t 15,50 11,50 8,00

PALLETISED
CARGO meat, fish and fruit t 12,00 11,50 6,00

    Table 3.N5 Notes in reference to table 3.7 i 3.8
No. Note

1. Rates include delivery and return of containers to/from the stuffing or unstuffing location.

2. Disinfection, disinfestation of containers is carried out as per separate agreement.

3. Rates do not include delivery and return of containers to the storages not owned by the Port or to those rented by the port
users.

4.   For alcoholic drinks intended to be stuffed/unstuffed in/from containers, handling activity vehicle -storage/storage- vehicle
shall be charged 6,85 Euro/ton.

5. Unstuffing/stuffing of cigarettes on relation container - ship and vice versa shall be charged 1,40 Euro/box

6. Labelling of cigarettes and alcoholic drinks shall be charged as follows:
- cigarettes – 0,25 Euro/label
- alcoholic drinks – 0,25 Euro/label

7. Sorting of cigarettes and alcoholic drinks shall be charged as follows:
- cigarettes – 1,10 Euro/box
- alcoholic drinks – 5,80 Euro/t.

   Table 3.9 LIVESTOCK

Cargo form Cargo Unit
Price per handling activity (Eur/t)

ship- railcar/truck
railcar/truck-ship

LIVESTOCK
big cattle piece 11,80

small cattle piece 1,80
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    Table 3.N6 Notes in reference to table 3.9
No. Note

1. Rate of direct handling of livestock includes watering of livestock as well as water consumption. Cleaning of vehicles and
ship’s holds are not included.

CHAPTER III/A RO-RO handing

   Table 3.9 Trailers, vehicles with their own motive power

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Euro/unit)

ship-terminal/

terminal-ship
terminal-railcar/truck
railcar/truck -terminal

TRAILERS full/empty piece 55,00 -

VEHICLES
WITH THEIR

OWN MOTIVE
POWER

passenger vehicles piece 25,00 20,00

tractors piece 50,00 25,00

cargo vehicles up to 10t piece 60,00 48,00

truck, buses, specialized vehicles piece 105,00 80,00

    Table 3.N7 Notes in reference to table 3.9
No. Note

1. Tariff rates indicated in these tables are applied regardless of the type of cargo contained in the container or trailer,
unless in case of dangerous cargoes (in this case adequate, specific conditions defined in table
11.1 are applied).

2. Materials for fastening of cargo are provided by port user.

3. Stuffing or unstuffing of trailers is charged as per tariff rates in Chapter III General cargo, tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 for
handling activities storage-truck and vice versa.

Chapter III /B – Handling of dangerous cargo

   Table 3.11 Case, palletised cargo

  Table 3.12 Containers

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Euro/unit)

ship-railcar/truck

railcar/truck-ship
ship-storage

storage-ship

storage -railcar/truck
railcar/truck- storage

CASE munition, explosive t 27,35 33,70 9,00

PALLET munition, explosive t 21,90 27.00 7,20

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Euro/unit)

ship-terminal /terminal-ship
terminal- railcar/truck

railcar/truck- terminal

CONTAINER
full 20ft and 40 ft piece 150,00 68,00

empty 20 ft and 40 ft piece 60,00 34,00
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Table 3.13 Containers- stuffing and unstuffing

Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Euro/unit)

Cargo form truck-container /
container-truck

storage-container/
container-storage

storage-truck/

truck-storage

NON-PALLETISED
CARGO

cargo from table
3.11 t 19,00 23,00 9,00

PALLETISED CARGO cargo from table
3.11 t 19,00 21,00 7,20

Notes in reference to table 3.13.

1. Tariff rates includes delivery and return of containers to the place of its stuffing and unstuffing.

2. Handling activities on relation container – container is calculated as storage – container or container – storage.

3. Tariff rates does not include delivery and return of container to/from the other port operator.

4. Handling  of dangerous cargo can only be carried out during daylight.
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 CHAPTER IV

BULK CARGO HANDLING

   Table  4.1 Bulk cargoes

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Euro/unit)

ship-railcar/truck
railcar/truck -ship

ship-storage
storage-ship

storage-railcar/truck
railcar/truck -storage

BULK CARGO

phosphates, beer malt t 4,50 - -

salt, fertilizers t 4,50 4,00 2,00

siliceous sand, gravel t 4,50 4,00 2,00

petrol coke t 4,50 4,00 2,00

scrap iron t 4,50 4,00 2,00

coke, coal
t 4,50 4,00 2,00

bauxite

concentrates t 4,50 4,00 2,00

iron ore t 4,50 4,00 2,00

cement t 2,00 2,00 -

alumina t 4,50 - -

Table  4 .N1 Notes in reference to table 4.1
No. Note

1. At unloading of bulk cargoes by grabs from railcars, Port shall not accept any claims in reference to damages if railcars
have wooden floors.

2. Handling of bulk cargoes, the granulation of which exceeds 25 cm, is carried out as per separate agreement.

3. Handling of bulk cargoes which require closed or remote storage is carried out as per separate agreement.

4. Tariff rates for cement are applied in cases when are used handling means and storages (silos) which are not owned by the
Port of Bar.

   Table 4.2 Bulk wheat and corn through the silo

Cargo form Cargo Unit
Price per handling activity (Euro/unit)

ship-silo/
silo-ship

silo-railcar/truck
railcar/truck -silo

ship-railcar/truck
railcar/truck -ship

BULK CARGO
wheat

t 3,10 0,70 3,80
corn

    Table 4 .N2 Notes in reference to table 4.2
No. Note

1.

Unloading implies:
- Ship-silo: unloading of cargo from ship by means of tower cranes (with passing of cargo through hopper of tower crane)
and weighing,
- Ship-railcar/truck: loading of railcars with cargo trimming,
- Ship-silo-railcar/truck: handling of cargo by means of silo equipment and chambers, weighing at the entrance and exit
of cargo in/out of silo and loading onto railcars with trimming of cargo.

2.

Loading implies:
-   Truck/railcar-silo-ship: unloading of cargo from railcar or truck, weighing at the entrance of the silo, handling
cargo through silo equipment and loading of cargo by means of tower crane, as well as trimming of cargo.

3. Receipt and dispatch of cargo is carried out through silo scales.

4. Handling through floor storage is carried out as per separate agreement.
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   CHAPTER V
LIQUID CARGO HANDLING

   Table 5.1 Liquid cargoes

Cargo form Cargo Unit

Price per handling activity (Euro/unit)

ship-railcar/tank truck/
railcar/tank truck -ship

ship-tank /

tank -ship

railcar/tank truck –tank /

tank- railcar/tank truck

ship-
installation/
installation-

ship

LIQUID
CARGOES

crude oil
t 4,00 - - 2,65

oil derivatives

wine

t 4,00 - - -

vinegar

wine distillates

edible oils

alcohol

basic and lubricating
oils t 4,00 - - -

acids t 4,00 - - 3.50

lye t - - - 4,00

    Table 5 N1 Notes in reference to table 5.1
No. Note

1.

Tariff rates in this table include the following:
- Hire of means of mechanization for placing of railcars,
- Use of ordinary tools,
- Opening and closing of tank truck’s covers,
- Overtime work in III shift during workdays,

Overtime work on Saturdays II shift and on Sundays I shift.

2

Waiting of labour shall be charged in following cases:
- Breakdown of ship’s pump or other ship’s equipment for loading or unloading,
- Shortage of railcars or tank trucks necessary for loading or unloading of liquid cargoes,

Unreadiness of ship for handling activities due to any other reasons.

3. In addition to the rates given in table 5.1, the Port will deal with any specific conditions under a separate agreement.

4. The above- mentioned rates include port surveillance and port fire-fighting security.

5.
The above-mentioned Tariff rates are applied in cases when are used handling means and storages (silos) which are not
owned by the Port of Bar.
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Chapter VI

CARGO STORING

Table 6.1 General cargo storing

Type of storage
Cargo Unit

Price in Euro/t per day Price in Euro/t per day

FOR FIRST 150 DAYS AFTER 150 DAYS

CLOSED STORAGES

for all stored goods
except in silo and for
timber, wooden
products and logs,
dangerous cargo and
containers with dangerous
cargo

t 0,28 1,40

OPEN-AIR STORAGES
uncovered cargoes t 0,15 1,30

covered cargoes t 0,22 1,35

Table 6 .N1 Notes in reference to table 6.1
No. Note

1. Precious cargoes, as well as cargoes requiring particular guarding, are stored, at the request of port user, in separate
storage areas, and charged as per separate agreement.

2. In case the port user requires a mode cargo storing which deviates from the usual mode (for this type of cargo), the
storage charge shall be computed as per separate agreement.

3. In case the required of cargo storing mode does not allow use of storage area height, storage charge shall be computed as
per separate agreement.

4.

Storage charge is not paid for:
- Containers and goods in containers, except dangerous cargo,
- Goods unstuffed from containers and goods planned to be stuffed into containers for a period of 21 days from

the day of storing that particular consignment,
- Stored cargoes in import and export intended to be loaded/unloaded onto/from ship for a period of 21 days

from the day of storing.

5. Storage charge is calculated and charged per indivisible day.

6. Vehicles are stored as per separate agreement.

7. Day of putting into storage (and day of taking out of storage) of cargo is included when calculating storage charges.

8. For cases of more than 500 kg, stored in closed storage, storage charge is computed as per separate agreement.

Table 6.2 Storing of timber and wooden products

Type of storage Cargo Unit
Price in Euro/t per day Price in Euro/t per day

FOR FIRST 150 DAYS AFTER 150 DAYS

TERMINAL soft sawn timber and hard
sawn timber m3 0,10 0,34

OPEN-AIR STORAGE

soft sawn timber and hard
sawn timber m3 0,08 0,30

sleepers, hewn timber, pit
props, firewood and
cellulose

t 0,06 0,35

final products up to 3m3
per ton and all types of
boards

t 0,10 0,55

logs t 0,06 0,40
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Table 6 .N2 Notes in reference to table 6.2
No. Note

1. Day of putting into storage and day of taking out of storage are defined when calculating storage charge.

2. Storage charge is calculated and charged per indivisible day.

   Table 6.3 Storing of grain

Type of storage Cargo Unit
Price in Euro/t per day Price in Euro/t per day

FOR FIRST 150 DAYS AFTER 150 DAYS

OPEN-AIR STORAGES
wheat t

0,30 0,30
corn t

    Table 6 .N3 Notes in reference to table 6.3
No. Note

1.
Storage is not charged for:

- Cargo delivered by means of land transport, for the first 21days from the day of storing.
- Cargo delivered by means of maritime transport, for the first 21 current days.

2. Period for which storage is not charged starts from the day unloading of ship has been completed, i.e. from the day of
storing railcar (truck) consignment.

3. Port is bound by the contract with fumigation service and this activity is done as per separate agreement.

4.
Silo has equipment for measuring temperature of cargo in chambers. In case of temperature increase in comparison to the
prescribed one, cargo elevating is done at the port user account.

   Table 6.4 Storing of frozen goods

Type of storage Cargo Unit
Price in Euro/t per day Price in Euro/t per day

ABOVE 0 C BELOW 0 C

COLD STORAGE PLANT frozen goods t 0,80 1,20

    Table 6 .N3 Notes in reference to table 6.4
No. Note

1. For goods to be stored in cold storage plant,there is no free storage period.

2. Storage charge is calculated and charged per indivisible day.

   Table 6.5 Storing of cigarettes

Type of storage Cargo Unit Price in Euro /box per day

CLOSED STORAGES cigarettes box 0,004

    Table 6 .N3 Notes in reference to table 6.5
No. Note

1. Storage is not charged for first 21 days from the day of storing.

2. Storage charge is calculated and charged per indivisible day.
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   Table 6.6 Vehicles keeping on the Pier V

Cargo form Cargo Unit Vehicle keeping more than 24 hrs

VEHICLES vehicles with their own
motive power piece/day 40,00

   Table 6.7  Storage cost for dangerous cargo and full containers

Type of storage Cargo Unit
Price in Euro/t per day Price in Euro/t per day

FOR FIRST 150 DAYS AFTER 150 DAYS

DANGEROUS CARGO
STORAGE

dangerous cargo t 0,56 2,80

container 20 ft piece 20,00

container 40 ft piece 40,00

   Notes in reference to table 6.7.

1. Empty containers on dangerous cargo storage are not allowed to be kept.
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Chapter VII

ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
Table 7.1 Cargo sorting, cargo weighing, cargo sampling

No. Group of services Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1. CARGO
SORTING

1.1. sorting in storage with serial weighing regardless of the number
of marks     t 6,65

1.2. sorting in storage, with piecemeal weighing case 0,85

2.
CARGO

WEIGHTING

2.1 serial weighing in storage, with stacking and unstacking or when
storing-
taking out of storage

    t 4,00

2.2 piecemeal weighing in storage per case up to 500 kg case 0,60

2.3 piecemeal weighing in storage per case over 500 kg case 2,90

2.4 decimal weighing at direct unloading     t 4,10

2.5 weighing or taring on bridge scale up to 3000 kg t 1,30

2.6 weighing or taring on bridge scale over 3000 kg t 0,50

2.7 taring, tying and packing bale 6,00

3. CARGO
SAMPLING

3.1 weighing and sampling of goods in bales without cutting of hoops bale 3,30

3.2 weighing and sampling of goods in bales with cutting of spiral hoops bale 3,90

3.3 sampling of caoutchouc in normal condition t 3,50

  Table 7.N1 Notes in reference to table 7.1
No. Note

1. Port does not carry out piecemeal weighing of cases during direct unloading or loading.

2. Control weighing is charged as per tables 8.2 “Hire of labour” and 8.3 “Hire of technical equipment”

3. Work with bulk cotton is carried out as per separate agreement.

4. Sampling of caoutchouc in abnormal condition is carried out as per separate agreement.

  Table 7.2 Bagging of cargo, shifting of cargo

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1. BAGGING
1.1 rebagging with untying and tying or sewing of bags t 14,10

1.2 emptying cargo from bags, with untying t 4,70

1.3 filling up the bags with tying or sewing t 8,30

2. SHIFTING OF
CARGO 2.1 shifting of cargo within storage t 5,40
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  Table 7.3 Marking, erasing marks and labelling of cargo

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1. CARGO
MARKING

1.1 marking cargo with up to 30 letters per one case case 0,85

1.2 marking cargo with more than 30 letters per one case  case 1,50

2.
ERASING
CARGO
MARKS

2.1 erasing marks of up to 30 letters per one case  case 0,60

2. erasing marks of more than 30 letters per one case  case 0,75

3. CARGO
SHIFTING 3.1 shifting cargo during its marking or erasing marks t 4,00

4.
CARGO

LABELLING 4.1 labelling with labels provided by port user case 0,15

  Table 7.4 Palletising and slinging of cargo

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1.
PALLETISING

AND SLINGING OF
CARGO

1.1 palletising/de-palletising and slinging/unslinging of bagged cargo t 3,20

1.2 palletising/de-palletising and slinging/unslinging of other general
cargoes

    t 4,50

  Table 7.5 Additional activities - ship

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1.
SHIFTING OF

CARGO ON
SHIP BOARD

1.1 shifting of cargo in ship’s hold t 30,60

1.2 shifting of cargo from to another ship’s hold without use of quay
    t 20,00

2.
CLEANING
OF SHIP’S

HOLDS

2.1 cleaning of ship’s holds, for ships up to 2500 GRT
ship’s
hold 240,00

2.2 cleaning of ship’s holds, for ships from 2500 GRT to 5000 GRT
ship’s
hold 357,00

2.3 cleaning of ship’s holds, for ships from 5001 BRT to 10000 GRT
ship’s
hold 415,00

2.4 cleaning of ship’s holds, for ships over 10001 BRT
ship’s
hold 480,00

3.
TRIMMING OF

BULK
CARGOES

3.1 trimming of fine-grained bulk cargoes t 1,60

3.2 trimming of coarse-grained bulk cargoes      t 3,25

4. LASHING OF
CARGO 4.1 lashing of coils

           t 1,00

4.2 replacement of broken hoops       hoop 1,50

  Table 7.N2 Notes in reference to table 7.5
No. Note

1. Moving of labour from one to another ship’s hold is charged as per table 8.4“waiting of labour ”

2. Cleaning of tanks from oil and grease is charged as per separate agreement.

3. Lashing of cargo stored in the silo is carried out through the loading funnel as per separate agreement.

4. Material for lashing and replacing of broken hoops is provided by the port user.
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  Table 7.6 Additional activities - railcar

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1.

WRAPPING
INDSIDE OF
RAILCARS

WITH PAPER
AND PVC
SHEETS 1.1 wrapping inside of railcars with paper and PVC sheets

      t 0,85

2. COVERING OF
OPEN RAILCARS

2.1 covering of open railcars with tarpaulin and roofing       t 0,90

2.2 covering of open railcars with tarpaulin without roofing t 0,55

2.3 covering of open railcars with plastic sheets       t 0,50

3.

CLEANING
AND

WASHING
OF

RAILCARS

3.1 cleaning of railcars after unloading railcar 3,15

3.2 cleaning of empty railcars for loading railcar
4,20

4.

UNLOADING
OF

OVERLOADS
OF

RAILCARS

4.1 unloading of overloads and filling up of open railcars       t 5,50

4.2 unloading of overloads and filling up of closed railcars
      t

7,50

  Table 7.N3 Notes in reference to table 7.6
No. Note

1. Tariff rates refer only to labor.

2. Paper, plastic sheets as well as railcar tarpaulin are provided by the orderer.

3. Port user is bound to provide placing of railcars on operational railways as per daily operational plan of the Port.

4.

Port is not bound to carry out any activities on railcars if these are not placed as per daily operational plan or if they are
placed without prior consent of the authorised port workers. Also, Port is not liable for damages that could occur in these
circumstances.
The above-mentioned railcars can be shifted, by the port workers, to the adequate location, charging the port user with
effective costs for shifting.
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  Table 7.7 Additional activities - containers

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1.

LASHING –
UNLASHING OF

CARGO IN
CONTAINERS

1.1 unlashing of vehicle in container
piece

(vehicle) 14,40

1.2 lashing of vehicle in container
piece

(vehicle)
26, 40

2.
SHIFTING AND

TRANSPORT OF
CONTAINERS

2.1 transport of full or empty containers in one direction, within port
area container 32,20

2.2 shifting of containers within the same ship’s hold container 92,40

2.3 shifting of containers from to another ship’s hold container 184,80

2.4 shifting of 20 ft. and 40 ft. containers on terminal container 42,00

2.5. lashing of containers on the ship container 7,40

3.
CUSTOMS

INSPECTION OF
CONTAINERS

3.1 customs inspection of goods in 20 ft. and 40 ft. containers container 50,00

3.2 customs inspection with stuffing/unstuffing t 18,00

4.
SANITARY

INSPECTION OF
GOODS 4.1 sanitary inspection of 20 ft. and 40 ft. containers container

60,00

5.
CONTROL OF

GOODS IN FRIGO
CONTAINERS

5.1 customs inspection without the use of container forklift container 12,00

5.2 sanitary inspection without the use of container forklift container 12,00

6.
SEALING OF

CONTAINERS 6.1 sealing of containers container 3,60

7.

 INSTALLING/

REMOVING GEN
SET

7.1 installing –lift on Gen Set (auxiliary engine) for frigo containers container 15,00

7.1 removing –lift off Gen Set (auxiliary engine) for frigo containers container
15,00

8.
WASHING AND
CLEANING OF
CONTAINERS

8.1 cleaning of 20 ft. containers container 5,00

8.2 cleaning of 40 ft. containers container 8,00

8.3 washing of 20 ft. containers with water container 7,00

8.4 washing of 40 ft. containers with water container 9,00

8.5 washing of 20 ft. containers with chemicals container 12,00

8.6 washing of 40 ft. containers with chemicals container 18,00

9. WRAPPING OF
CONTAINERS 9.1 wrapping of containers wall with nylon

t 0.85

10. BLENDING 10.1. blending of concentrates from container t 2.50

  Table 7.N4 Notes in reference to table 7.7
No. Note

1. Material and tools for lashing are provided by port user.

2. Fee for shifting containers via quay (on the same ship) is charged as per rate: ship – terminal and terminal – ship.

3. Blending includes mixing of different lots cargo and cargo rolling over because of homogenization, no more than three times.
Each mixing more than three times shall be charged as port resurces hire (Table 8.2, 8.3) or as a new blending service.

4. Material for wrapping of containers wall is provided by the port user.
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  Table 7.8 Additional activities - trailer
No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1. LASHING OF
TRAILERS 1.1 lashing- unlashing of trailer on ship board piece 7,40

2.
LASHING OF
CARGO ON
TRAILER

2.1 lashing of timber on trailer piece (trailer) 27,10

2.2 lashing of other cargoes on trailer piece (trailer) 43,10

3. TRANSPORT OF
TRAILERS

3.1 transport of full or empty trailers, in one direction, within
port area piece 21,30

  Table 7.N5 Notes in reference to table 7.8
No. Note

1. Material and tools for lashing are provided by port user.

  Table 7.9 Additional activities – vehicles whit their own motive power

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1.

LASHING OF
VEHICLES WITH

THEIR OWN MOTIVE
POWER

1.1 lashing-unlashing of vehicles with their own motive power on
ship board

piece 7,40

  Table 7.N6 Notes in reference to table 7.9
No. Note

1. Material and tools for lashing are provided by port user.
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  Table 7.10 Additional activities – hard sawn timber
No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1.       SORTING 1.1 up to 3 groups during unloading m3 0,90

1.2 up to 3 groups of stored timber m3 1,90

2.
STACKING

AND SORTING 2.1 stacking and sorting         m3 5,80

3.
FRAPPING OF

HOOPS 3.1 frapping of hoops       hoop 0,70

4. BALING WITH
TYING 4.1 baling of timber with tying         m3 6,50

5.
ADDING AN

ADDITIONAL
BUNDLE 5.1 adding one additional bundle

 bundle 1,10

6.
REJECTING
DAMAGED

GOODS
6.1 rejecting damaged timber from the package –rates of baling
increased for 20%

7. WEIGHING 7.1 weighing timber from the package– rates of baling
increased for 40%

8. BRUSHING 8.1 brushing         m3 9,00

9.
MARKING

9.1 spray marking of package with pattern from one side package 0,15

9.2 spray marking of package with pattern from two sides package 0,25

9. spray marking of package without pattern from one side package 0,15

9.4 spray marking of package without pattern from two sides package 0,30

9.5 marking front from one side package 1,70

9.6 marking front from two sides package 3,40

10. SHIFTING OF
TIMBER 10.1 shifting of timber         m3 2,10

11.
COVERING AND
UNCOVERING

OF TIMBER 11. covering and uncovering of timber
        m3 0,70

12.

COUNTING THE
PIECES IN A

PACKAGE AND
WRITING

DOWN NO. OF
PCS

12.1 counting the pieces in a package with writing down the
number of pieces

        m3 0,30

  Table 7.N7 Notes in reference to table 7.10
No. Note

1. Sorting is charged for the entire delivery per railcar-truck for timber wrapped in package.

2. Sorting of bulk timber is charged as per time spent as per Tariff.

3. For sorting of timber to one length in package, rates of baling are increased for 30%.

4. Setting ladders for baling increases rate of baling for 25%.

5. The exporter is bound to provide all necessary additional material (ladder for stacking, baling pads, pallets, spray or colour
for marking or painting the front, pattern).

6. Computation of additional activities for soft sawn timber will be done as per the above – mentioned charges reduced for
20%.
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Chapter VIII

HIRE OF PORT RESOURCES

  Table 8.1 Use of facilities of other owners in the Port

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price
(Euro/unit)

1.

USE OF OWNERS
FACILITIES

RESOURCES IN THE
PORT

1.1 charge paid by user per loaded or unloaded ton t 3,50

1.2 charge paid by user per 1m2 of used area, per month m2 6,00

  Table 8.N1 Notes in reference to table 8.1
No. Note

1. Charge in this table is paid by companies carrying out their business activities within port area, with their own
equipment.

2.
The charge does not  include cleanness maintenance, garbage disposal from covered or open storage areas,
workshops,  sewage  and  other  business  premises,  and  it  does  not  include  necessary  labor  and  means  of
mechanization engaged for this purpose from the Port.

  Table 8.2 Hire of labor

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1. HIRE OF LABOR

1.1 hire of foreman h 10,00

1.2 hire of worker h 9,60

1.3 hire of watchman h 18,00

1.4 hire of fireman h 19,00

1.5 hire of pyrotechnist h 19,00

1.6 hire of technologist h 12,00
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  Table 8.3 Hire of technical equipment

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1.
HIRE OF

TECHNICAL
EQUIPMENT

1.1 hire of tower crane, capacity 12t h 300,00

1.2 hire of automobile crane, capacity 80 t h 300,00

1.3 hire of electric forklift, capacity 3t h 70,00

1.4 hire of diesel forklift, capacity up to 3 t h 54,00

1.5 hire of diesel forklift, capacity 12,5 t h 102,00

1.6 hire of diesel forklift, capacity 42 t h 350,00
1.7 hire of diesel forklift, capacity 16t h 140,00
1.8 hire of diesel forklift, capacity 6t h 70,00

1.9 hire of loader RD60 h 42,00

1.10 hire of loader RD130 h 55,00
1.11 hire of loader RD250 h 110,00

1.12 hire of dredger RD G700 h 110,00

1.13 hire of pickup truck h 30,00

1.14 hire of tractor, over 50 HP h 61,00

1.15 hire of RO-RO tug “KALMAR” h 90,00
1.16 hire of tractor trailer, capacity 8t h 8,00

1.17 hire of container trailer, capacity 30 t h 14,00

1.18 hire of RO-RO semitrailer, capacity 60 t h 25,00
1.19 hire of two rope grab h 6,00

1 20 hire of four rope grab h 10,00

1.21 hire of electric forklift “KOMATSU”, capacity 1,5 t h 40,00

1.22 hire of loader CAT 950H h 110,00

1.23 hire of loader Komatsu WA200PZ-6 h 55,00

1.24 hire of loader Komatsu WA380-6 h 110,00

1.25 hire of mini loader Komatsu SK1026-5 h 42,00

1.26 hire of mini loader CAT SSL 216BII h 42,00

1.27 hire of RO-RO tug Terberg RT26 h 90,00

1.28 hire of mobile crane Liebherr LHM550 h 400,00

1.29 hire of material handler Sennebogen h 300,00

  Table 8.N2 Notes in reference to table 8.3
No. Note

1. Technical equipment is hired only if working conditions of the Port make it possible.

2. The Port reserves the right to request the return of equipment at any time.

3. Tariff rates from 1.1 to 1.15 and 1.21 to 1.29 include work of equipment operators.

4. For the mentioned equioment, hiring period starts from the moment of leaving a garage or a workshop, i.e. from the
moment of the equipment take over, up to the return to garage or workshop.

5. Hiring of equipment not mentioned herein is done as per separate agreement.

6. When hiringof special tools, the presence of Port technologist is obligatory for giving instructions and proper use of tools.
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Table 8.4 Waiting of labor

1. WAITING
1.1 of workers h 2,50

1.2 of foreman h 3,00

Table 8.N3 Notes in reference to table 8.4
No. Note

1. Waiting is charged in following cases:
- waiting for the arrival of passenger ships up to 2 h and container ships up to 4 h is not charged, after which it is

charged 50.00 Euro for every commenced hour,
- waiting for delivery of cargo to the place of work,
- waiting due to technical unreadiness of a ship,

- all other waiting not caused by the Port occurring within a working shift.

  Table 8.5 Use of electrical power,water

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1.
USE OF

ELECTRICAL
POWER

1.1 charge for electrical power supply to ships and occasional users

kWh
As per current
pricelist of the Power
Supply Company of
Montenegro,
increased for 10%

1.2 charge for electrical power supply to regular users
kWh

As per current
pricelist of the Power
Supply Company of
Montenegro

1.3 fixed charge for connection to electrical power source to occasional

users

fixed
charge

1.4 charge for electrical power supply to permanent users, per connection,

fixed charge
month

1.5 daily charge for connecting containers to a source of electrical power container 13,00

2. USE OF WATER

3.1 charge for water supplied to ships m3 4,65

3.2 charge for water supplied to other users
m3

As per pricelist of
Water Supply
Company – Bar,
increased for 30%

  Table 8.N4 Notes in reference to table 8.5
No. Note

1. Use of material at connecting to electrical power supply is charged separately as per actually incurred costs.

2. Price of water includes also sewage.
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Chapter IX

ADMINISTRATIVE AND
OTHER SIMILAR SERVICES

  Table 9.1 Administrative and other similar services

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1. SALE OF FORMS
1.1 sale of work orders      copy 0,10

1.2 sale of other forms four copies 0,40
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Chapter X

MOORING, UNMOORING AND ACCOMODATION OF SHIPS

Table 10.1 Pilotage of ship

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price
(Euro/unit)

1. PILOTAGE OF SHIP

1.1 pilotage of ship up to 1000 GRT GRT 58,00

1.2 pilotage of ship from 1001 to 2000 GRT GRT 67,00

1.3 pilotage of ship from 2001 to 3000 GRT GRT 76,00

1.4 pilotage of ship from 3001 to 4000 GRT GRT 95,00

1.5 pilotage of ship from 4001 to 5000 GRT GRT 117,00

1.6 pilotage of ship from 5001 to 10000 GRT GRT 157,00

1.7 pilotage of ship from 10001 to 20000 GRT GRT 269,00

1.8 pilotage of ship from 20001 to 30000 GRT GRT 357,00

1.9 pilotage of ship from 30001 to 40000 GRT GRT 410,00

1.10 pilotage of ship from 40001 to 60000 GRT GRT 514,00

1.11 pilotage of ship from 60001 to 80000 GRT GRT 714,00

1.12 pilotage of ship from 80001 to 100000 GRT GRT 914,00

1.13 pilotage of ship from 100001 for each GRT Tariff is
increased by 0,03 Eur GRT

Table 10.N1 Notes in reference to table 10.1
No. Note

1. Port	pilotage	is	mandatory	for	all	ships.	A	port	pilot	conduct	ships	from	the	port	area	border	to	a	specific	berth	in	the	port,	i.e.	
mooring.

2. If each ship has two GR tonnages as per tonnage mark, the higher GRT is applied to the calculation of services in this table.

3. The shipmaster is obliged to search for the pilot 6 hours earlier.

4. The pilotage order is given in two copies, one of which is returned with the performed service invoice.

5. The shipmaster is obliged to fill in, sign and confirm with the seal of the ship a certificate of pilotage and submit it to the pilot
before leaving the ship.

6. In the case of multiple ships arriving or departing at the same time, the priority of the pilotage performing have passenger ships,
while for cargo ships pilotage shall be carried out in the order determined by the Port in accordance with the relevant criteria.

7. For the pilotage of ships without its own drive and of ships unable to maneuver, the items of this table shall be increased by 50%.

8. Waiting for pilots without cancellation is charged 20,00 Eur / hour.

9. Pilot cancellation can be made at least 1 hour before the departure notice is concluded.

10. Shifting of ship from berths to berths is calculated: pilotage, mooring, unmooring and use of tugboats - according to the Port
Tariff.

11. Movement of the ship along the coast along the rope is calculated: mooring reduced by 50%.

12. Movement of ship, with it own power,is calculated: pilotage, mooring – according to the Port Tariff.
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Table 10.2 Mooring and unmooring of ships

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price
(Euro/unit)

1.
MOORING AND
UNMOORING

OF SHIPS

1.1 mooring or unmooring of ship GRT 0,036

1.2 moving of ship along the same quay GRT 0,017

1.3 mooring or unmooring of ships with oil derivates GRT 0,041

1.4 mooring of ship alongside the other ship GRT 0,041

1.5 mooring or unmooring of ship to a liquid cargo berth GRT 0,041

Table 10.N2 Notes in reference to table 10.2

No. Note

1. If each ship has two GR tonnage as per tonnage mark, the higher GRT is applied in the calculation of services from this table.

Table  10.3 ACCOMODATION OF SHIPS

No. Group of
sevices Service Unit Price

(Euro/unit)

1.
ACCOMODA

TION OF
SHIP

ships up to 50 meters long day 400,00

ships from 50 to75 meters long day 600,00

ships from 75 to 130 meters long day 1.000,00

ships over 130 meters long day 1.200,00

Table 10.4. – ACCOMODATION OF SHIPS – permanent berth

No. Group of
sevices Service Unit Price (Euro/unit)

1.
ACCOMODA

TION OF
SHIP

ship fee - permanent berth per meter / month meter/month 14,00

Notes in reference to table 10.4.
No. Note

1. Ships performing mooring/unmooring - tugboats, pilot boat, mooring boat

Table 10.5 Use of tugboat

No. Group of sevices Service Unit Price
(Euro/unit)

1. USE OF
TUGBOAT

1.1 tugging of ships from 501 to 1000 GRT in port tugging h 220,00

1.2 tugging of ships from 1001 to 3000 GRT in port tugging h 310,00

1.3 tugging of ships from 3001 to 5000 GRT in port tugging h 360,00

1.4 tugging of ships from 5001 to 7000 GRT in port tugging h 400,00

1.5 tugging of ships from 7001 to 10000 GRT in port tugging h 460,00

1.6 tugging of ships from 10001 to 15000 GRT in port tugging h 505,00

1.7 tugging of ships from 15001 to 20000 GRT in port tugging h 555,00

1.8 tugging of ships from 20001 to 30000 GRT in port tugging h 630,00

1.9 tugging of ships from 30001 to 40000 GRT in port tugging h 710,00

1.10 tugging of ships over 40000 GRT + 10,00 Eur for each 1000 GRT h

2. WATER SUPPLY
WITH TUGBOAT

2.1 single water supply by tugboat  to the capacity of the tugboat tank (max. 27 or
36 tons)

fixed
charge 380,00
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Table 10.N5 Notes in reference to table 10.5
No. Note

1. The first hour of engaging of tugboat is indivisible and then every half hour commenced.

2. The engagement of the tugboats in navigation from the Port to the place of the service performing and the return to the Port,
without tugging, shall be charged at the price of 330,00 Eur per hour.

3. Tugging is mandatory for tankers regardless of their GRT.

4. For ships up to 5000 GRT it is obligatory to use one tugboat and for ships over 5000 BRT 2 tugboats.

5. When tanker tugging, the basis for calculating of service is the time of effective tugging from the moment of acceptance of the ship
to the completion of the tugging.

6. When tugging of all other ships, the basis for calculation is the time from the moment of tugboat direction to the time of its return
from the work done to the base.

7.
Waiting for the tugboat at the place intended for service (when it is caused by: delayed arrival of the ship, waiting for anchor
lifting, unprepared installation or connections on board, force majeure, delayed customs, police and port formalities) shall be
calculated according to the relevant Tariff rates.

8. Ship masters are obliged to confirm in writing the reason for the wait.

9. If some ship has two GR tonnages as per tonnage mark, the higher GRT is applied to the calculation of services contained in this
table.

10.

If one of the available port tugs is temporarily located outside the Port area and the tugging requires the engagement of two
tugboats, the service user is obliged to reimburse the cost of arriving and returning of the tugboat for the respective locations. Cost
calculation is done per hour, with the number of hours being obtained as a ratio between distance travelled (in nautical miles, safe
channel) and speed of 9 knots.

11. The engagement of lifeboats and firefighters on ships in the territorial sea and outside the territorial sea shall be charged as per
separate agreement.

12. In cases where more than two tugboats need to be engaged, they are hired by the service user.

13. Tugging outside the port area is contracted separately.

14. For tugging of ships without ther own motor power, the rates of this table are increased by 50%.

15. The cancellation of the tugboat must be at least 1 hour earlier.

16. For a wait of more than 1 hour, the rates of this table will be increased by 30%.

17. For the use of ropes-chains of the tugboat, the rates of this table will be increased by 20%.
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Chapter XI

SPECIAL CONDITIONS

 Table 11.1 Special conditions along with tables from chapters III,IV,V,VI,VII,VIII i IX

No. Group of
conditions No. Condition increase-

decrease
Amount

(%)

Refers to a service from the Tariff

Table No. in the table

1. WORKING
HOURS

1.1 Work in III shift increase 75 all all
1.2 Work on Saturdays in II shift increase 75 all all
1.3 Work in III shift from Saturday to Sunday increase 100 all (except 5.1) all
1.4 Work on Saturdays in III shift increase 75 5.1 all
1.5 Work in II shift from the day preceding holiday increase 150 all all
1.6 Work on Sundays (I, II or III shift) increase 100 all (except 5.1) all
1.7 Work on Sundays II and III shift increase 75 5.1 all
1.8 Work on national holiday increase 150 all (except 5.1) all
1.9 Work on national holiday in I shift increase 75 5.1 all

1.10 Engaging means of mechanization - overtime work increase 50 8.3 all

2. DIFFICULT
WORK

2.1 Work with goods in abnormal condition increase 100 all all
2.2 Work on a ship board at distance from hatch edge exceeding 8m increase 50 all all
2.3 Work with cargo not sorted as per bills of lading increase 50 all all

2.4 Work at supplementing ship’s holds if the work cannot be done in a usual
way or at usual speed increase 50 all all

2.5 Work in ship’s holds if the working space is lower than 160 cm increase 50 all all

2.6 Work in ship’s cold store, refrigerator ship, deep tank, any ship spaces
not intended for cargo, narrow ship spaces, in railcar/truck refrigerator increase 50 all all

2.7 Loading/unloading increase 15 all all
2.8 Work with bag, weight per bag exceeding 75 kg increase 50 all all
2.9 Work with goods 8-16 m long increase 25 Chapter  III all

2.10 Work with timber 8-16 m long increase 50 3.5 all

2.11
Unloading of other types of soft sawn timber and beams from covered
vehicles, vehicles with high sideboards and vehicles with timber not
stowed in a way suitable for handling by the port technical means

increase 25 3.5 all

2.12 Work with goods exceeding the length of 16 m increase 50 all all
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Continuation of Table 11.1

No. Group of
conditions No. Condition increase-

decrease
Amount

(%)

Refers to a service from the Tariff

Table No. in the table

2. DIFFICULT
WORK

2.13 Work with goods, one piece or case of which weighs less than 20 kg increase 25 all all
2.14 Work outside port area increase 50 all all

2.15 Engaging of means of mechanization outside port area (if not agreed) increase 50 all all

2.16 Work on putting into storage /taking out of storage of goods into/from  multi-
storey  storage

increase 50 all all

2.17 Carrying out of activities requiring manual work increase 100 all all
2.18 Work in rain increase 100 all all

3. DANGEROUS
CARGOES

3.1 Activities with easily inflammable cargoes with flash point up to 210 C
(group I of inflammable materials)

increase 100 all (except Chapter
III B) all

3.2 Activities with easily inflammable cargoes with flash point of 220 C – 250

C (group II of inflammable materials)
increase 70 all (except Chapter

III B) all

4. DATA ON CARGO 4.1 Inaccurate data on type of cargo, lower weight and lower length than the
actual one

increase 100 all all

5. RETURN OF
GOODS

5.1 For handling of goods not intended for overseas transport from land vehicles
to storage and vice versa

increase 50 all all

6. VOLUMINOSITY

6.1 Handling of cargo with volume 3-5 m3/t increase 10 Chapter  III all
6.2 Handling of cargo with volume 5-8 m3/t increase 50 Chapter  III all
6.3 Handling of cargo with volume 8-10 m3/t increase 80 Chapter III all
6.4 Handling of cargo with volume exceeding 10 m3/t increase 100 Chapter III all
6.5 Work with wooden products with volume 3-6 m3/t increase 33 3.5 all
6.6 Work with wooden products with volume 6-9 m3/t increase 67 3.5 all
6.7 Work with wooden products with volume exceeding 9 m3/t increase 100 3.5 all
6.8 Storage charge for cargoes with volume 3-5 m3/t increase 10 6.1 all
6.9 Storage charge for cargoes with volume 5-8 m3/t increase 50 6.1 all
6.10 Storage charge for cargoes with volume 8-10 m3/t increase 80 6.1 all
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No. Group of
conditions No. Condition increase-

decrease
Amount

(%)

Refers to a service from the Tariff

Table No. in the table

6. VOLUMINOSITY

6.11 Storage charge for cargoes with volume exceeding 10 m3/t increase 100 6.1 all
6.12 Storage charge for wooden products with volume 3-6 m3/t increase 33 6.2 all
6.13 Storage charge for wooden products with volume 6-9 m3/t increase 67 6.2 all
6.14 Storage charge for wooden products volume exceeding 9 m3/t increase 100 6.2 all

7. VOLUME OF
CONSIGNMENTS

7.1 For cargo consignments up to 1 ton increase 100 3.1 all
7.2 For cargo consignments from 1 to 3 tons increase 50 3.1 all
7.3 For consignments under 3 tons increase 30 3.5 all

8.
WORK WITH

CONTAINERS AND
TRAILERS

8.1 Stowing of containers under ship’s deck increase 100 3.6 and 3.12 all
8.2 Turning round of containers increase 50 3.6 and 3.12 all
8.3 Handling containers of dimensions different from ISO standards increase 25 3.6 and 3.12 all

9. HANDLING
VEHICLES

9.1
Vehicles operated by users in time of handling from/to Ro-Ro ships

decrease 25 3.10 all

9.2 Handling vehicles with cargo increase 25 3.10 all

9.3 Putting into storage or taking out of storage vehicles with the use
of their own motive power

decrease 20 3.10 all

10. HANDLING
GRAIN

10.1 For the part of cargo loaded into/unloaded from the doorway of a tweendeck
ship increase 20 4.2 all

10.2 Handling oat and barley increase 30 4.2 all
10.3 Handling uncleansed grains (containing ingredients of dust, sand etc.) increase 20 4.2 all

11. HANDLING BULK
CARGOES

11.1 Loading/unloading of cargo in/out of ship’s hold with doorway increase 20 4.1 all
11.2 Handling cargo out or in covered railcars -direct handling activity increase 20 4.1 all

12. WAITING 12.2
Waiting of technical means

decrease 30
8.3 all

13. CLEANING OF
SHIP’S HOLDS

13.1 Special cleaning of ship’s holds (without washing) increase 40 7.5 all

13.2 Cleaning and washing of ship’s holds increase 50 7.5 all

14.
WEIGHING AND

BAGGING OF
CARGO

13.2
Issuing weighing statement when weighing and bagging

increase 10 7.1 part 2.
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Table 11.2 Special conditions along with the tables from Chapter X

No. Group of
conditions No. Condition increase-

decrease
Amount

(%)

Refers to a service from the Tariff

Table No. in the table

1.
PILOTAGE/
MOORING-

UNMOORING

1.1 Pilotage for ships carrying oil and oil derivatives exceeding 500 GRT increase 20 10.1 all

1.2 Pilotage and shifting of ships without their own propelling power increase 100 10.1 all

1.3 Pilotage outside working hours (except on Sundays and national holidays) increase 50 10.1 all

1.4 Pilotage on Sundays and national holidays increase 100 10.1 all

1.5
Mooring and unmooring of ships outside working hours (except on Sundays and
national holidays) increase 50 10.2 all

1.6 Mooring and unmooring of ships on Sundays increase 100 10.2 all

1.7 Mooring and unmooring of ships on national holidays increase 150 10.2 all

2. TUGGING

3.1 Tugging of ships without use of ship’s engine and ships with technical equipment
out of order increase 50 10.5 all

3.2 Tugging of ships outside working hours (except on Sundays and national
holidays) increase 25 10.5 all

3.3 Tugging of ships on Sundays and national holidays increase 50 10.5 all

3.4 Tugging of ships carrying oil and oil derivatives increase 100 10.5 all

3.5 Tugging of ships carrying bulk cargoes, capacity over 30.000 DWT increase 100 10.5 all

3.6 Tugging of ships using towing lines of Port tug increase 35 10.5 all

Notes in reference to table 11.1
If the Port resources are not engaged, the overtime work is not charged.


